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1001 Great Tips for Teaching and Raising Kids with Autism Spectrum Disorders can be an
essential resource for any home or educational library. 1001 Great Suggestions is a reference
that both parents and specialists will constantly convert to.'- Maureen Bennie, Director, Autism
Awareness Centre Inc.'This book reflects connection with a professional in neuro-scientific
Autism and a parent of a kid with Autism. This hope-filled book not only connects the reader
to the globe of Autism Spectrum Disorders but also provides a multitude of practical solutions
to the wide range of difficulties that parents and specialists face every day.'- Support for
Families of Children with Disabilities Newsletter'A friendly voice offering parents and teachers
immediate usable ideas that emphasize the practical as opposed to the technical. Chapters
include useful tips on sensory integration, daily living strategies, toilet teaching, and social
abilities. Well organised for quick reading with main ideas preceded by helpful introductory
text. An excellent reference that parents and teachers should maintain readily available. The
authors present positive approaches for dealing with a range of problems including sleep
disorders, toilet training, social skills and sensory dysfunction. Their strengths lead to an
upbeat publication of wisdom for all touched by Autism. Using its accessible text message
and format, solutions to everyday problems are just a paragraph apart.'- Scott Tanner, School
Psychologist and Director of Clinical ServicesThe sensory perceptual issues and
communication difficulties commonly experienced by people on the autism spectrum not
merely cause discomfort but may also lead to challenging and sometimes baffling
behaviours.This accessible book is a thorough way to obtain practical advice for parents,
teachers and carers of children on the autism spectrum.'- Christine Hunt, MS, special
education and reference teacher'1001 Great Ideas is just that, a treasure trove of fantastic
ideas and activities! Recognising that kids experience the world differently, in addition they
provide a amount of possible solutions for every potential difficulty.Combining straightforward
information on specific problems with practical tips, this book will verify invaluable to anyone
involved in the care of a kid on the spectrum.
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  However it gives great useful suggestions for play activities and daily struggles such as for
example potty-training, locks combing battles, behavior complications etc. My 7-yr-old has AS
and my other 3 children have sensory/social problems. I borrowed this book from the library,
but I'll buy a copy to maintain for reference and mark up..But, this reserve is totally packed
with not only great concepts for teaching and raising our kid with ASD, but also for ENJOYING
our child with ASD! Simply the author divides the publication into three topics: Sensory
Integration, Conversation & Finally! In each chapter the authors list a variety of activities to do
at SCHOOL AND/OR HOME to greatly help your son or daughter improve in these areas. Then
moreover they then add chapters on Teaching and Education Strategies, and Particular
Education Legal Strategies.I like that it's super easy to read and refer back again to again and
again. I need not read through story after tale to have the point. I like lists, and that's basically
what this reserve is certainly -- one big list -- with comprehensive descriptions. Sooo many
tips and recommendations (1001 to be particular). Useful ideas for coing with ASDs As a
instructor of kids with Autistic Spectrum Disorders (ASDs) and Sensory Integration Dysfunction
(DSI), I've read nearly ever reserve written about them. The only real distraction is that since it
addresses the autism spectrum disorders, there is a lot of reference to autism, rather than
specifically aspergers. I’ve shared with parents who've reported positive attitudes toward the
recommendations as well. And that's the beauty of this book: you can find so many
suggestions, that despite the types that don't apply, you remain left with therefore many great
types that do. There's something for everyone. Wonderful book! Four Stars helpful. Even if you
think you know pretty much everything, you can find enough fresh tips in this publication to
make it worthy of the read.It's a little different than I was expecting, but also for the better.!
Language, and Social/Romantic relationship Strategies. The authors provide a sense of nice
humor to lifestyle, with a real-existence sensibility that's missing from every little bit of Autism
literature I've seen. Instead of concentrating on the "distinctions" we face every second of
each day, the authors simply dig in and get to the business enterprise of enjoying each
"problem". For instance, the idea that "YOU DON'T NEED TO Brush ALL YOUR Teeth" was so
basic yet so freeing! This book stands out as you of few to handle COPING. Obviously a few of
the suggestions will work and some won't, depending on your son or daughter. pretty dry.
Every idea offers several different variations, which I found to be very useful. It is full of small
techniques and methods to greatly help your child/student deal with the world around him.
Some are everyday activities suggestions; As a mother or father with ASD child, this has
helped me tremendously. I was so sick and tired of all the clinical, educational, despairing
accounts of ASD in other books, that I stopped reading any materials on Autism altogether..
Excellent Resource This is a fantastic resource for parents/educators of autistic children/
students. I am a retired instructor and a mother or father of an adult child with autism. Though
many of the concepts are geared toward school aged children, there are still many excellent
concepts for a grown-up too. If you're a parent of a grown-up aged child with autism you will
find this book helpful. Must have book for parents which have kids with autism and
professionals that use kids with autism I am an occupational therapist that works in the
institution system and this book hasGREAT ideas from the beginning of the book to the end. It
is a long publication, more for the money I think...specifically for parents of young autistic This
book is a superb resource for parents of newly diagnosed kids with autism. I am a therapist
dealing with family members with autistic kids and recommend this reserve. Many parents
"have no idea where to start" which book gives great basic ideas in activities that these kids
would appreciate.. If you are searching for in-depth info on autism, you won't find it here.A



MUST HAVE Resource. IMPORTANT. It's on my list of top 5 books to own coping with
Aspergers.. It offers short and concrete rationales. I highly recommend it to anyone who works
together with these special kids... I thought We read everything about Autism and how to
teach my child properly..until I go through this book! This is important book filled with
suggestions that seem so easy to do! I will purchase another four or five 5 copies, someone to
hands to every therapist, instructor, and grandparent that comes in contact with my son..it's
given me an entirely new perspective on how to handle him. however simply because a
parent it is nice to have a reference book I suppose The ideas are common sense, however as
a parent it is nice to have a reference book Perhaps. Great reading. It's a "Must have"book for
anyone who works with kids with autism. Great tips! It’s complete.! Mariann User-friendly
material - great book As a teacher I've used this reference for years as kids arrive with unique
requirements- it’s very helpful not only to teachers but to families as well. But so much of it
applies anyway. Great resource.! I specifically liked the quick ideas Great book for a parent
Great reserve for a parent, teacher or anyone who might not quite understand Autism. others
are situational tricks that actually help (I've test-run many). Long Too long; Most focus on
recognizing, and getting a diagnosis and treatment for, ASDs, or on games/actions. Could be
better organized and more concise. Three Stars It was okay. Of all the books I've purchased
about Autism, that one is by far the very best one. Five Stars Good reference book Five Stars
Very top quality product. A very good and onformative book.
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